
Today, there’s no reason for service businesses like yours to rely on outdated, paper-based 
processes to manage technicians and engineers out in the field. Paperless processes 
optimize your workforce and asset delivery while creating a more streamlined, efficient 
operation to benefit your business long-term. Here are six more opportunities to Here are six more opportunities to 
increase productivity and revenue when you implement a digital transformation:increase productivity and revenue when you implement a digital transformation:

SIX WAYS 
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Ready to see how a digital transformation 
can benefit your operation?

Contact a KloudGin industry specialist to learn more.
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PA R T  T W O

Improve Safety
1

Achieve total visibility and see 
all recorded data with KloudGin. 
Regulatory compliance and reports 
are easy to create, and a digital 
checklist for PPE is included so 
workers are always protected.

      Receive digitized info reports.

      Easily complete audits.

Automate Invoicing
5

All job information is updated in 
real-time for improved completion. 
Upcoming job assignments and 
directions are sent to technicians, 
so they always know what’s next.

      Increase operational efficiency by        
      twenty to thirty-five percent. 

Improve Job  
Completion

3

Upon successful job completion, 
customers are automatically 
invoiced, contractor work is tracked 
and allocated, and any additional 
requests are captured and billed.

      No lost revenue.

      Seamlessly track inventory.

      Boost cash f ow. 

For any issues, technicians can 
access manuals, instructions, or 
live videos. Real-time insight and 
information is always available, 
along with location-based info about 
both horizontal and vertical assets.

      No bottlenecks.

      Easily transfer information.

Reduce Site Issues
2

With dashboards, reviewing 
productivity and assessing how 
to improve customer service is 
simple. You can also evaluate 
revenue, project costs, and more.

      Provide contactless updates.

      Never worry about lost  
      paperwork again.  

Job Analysis
6

At-risk jobs can be easily identified 
and rescheduled with the touch of 
a button, allowing more jobs to be 
completed each day.

      Reduce work order backlog        
      by up to thirty-three percent. 

Easily Reassign 
At-Risk Jobs

4


